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Who am I? 
A developer with 10 years of professional experience, nowadays leading full stack teams to 
delivery quality software. 
 
What can I do? 

- Lead development teams to deliver software while focusing on quality, scalability and 
speed 

- Design end to end solutions that fulfill the product and business requirements 
- Support software engineers by developing personal development plans with them 
- Help with the growth of the team by supporting and optimising hiring processes 

 
What do I use for building software? 

- Backend services using SpringBoot in Java or Flask or Django in Python 
- Frontend using VueJS or React with JavaScript or TypeScript 
- Use postgres, mysql, elasticsearch, mongodb and redis for storage and scaling 
- Kafka, SNS, SQS for scheduling and queueing 
- Deploy the services using docker and kubernetes 
- Maintain infrastructure using ansible or terraform 

 
Where do I work? 
Crvsh - Vodafone’s Innovation lab (Berlin) 

- Engineering Manager (August 2019 - Now) 
Leading a full stack team that delivers services written in SpringBoot and frontend 
written in VueJS. The services provide API for the new Vodafone SmartApp that helps 
users onboard and control their smart CIOT devices like GPS trackers, bike trackers, 
smart home systems etc. 

- Sr. Software Engineer (March 2018 - July 2019) 
Built services written in Flask and SpringBoot that interfaced with legacy systems of 
vodafone to support a new subscription management app for the users. 

 
Delivery Hero AG (Berlin) 

- Sr. Software Engineer (October 2014 - October 2017) 
Implemented service oriented architecture starting with a simple reviews service 
followed by images, authentication, audit-logging and geocoding. All the services were 
written either in python or go, with continuous integration and delivery 

 
Dubizzle.com (Dubai) 

- Tech Lead & Software Engineer (February 2011 - September 2014) 
Started as intern, left as technical lead of a team that helped with scaling up the 
exponential growth of the users on the website. Led efforts in moving from a 
monolithic django application to a more service oriented design. 
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